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High speed chase through
Howe ends in five arrests

Howe track athlete
qualifies for nationals

This publication has never
missed a week since new
ownership took over in
March of 2014. That's a lot
of work without a week off.
But we did get some
downtime last week for a
day spent in Tahlequah,
Oklahoma on the Illinois
River in a canoe. It was just
a 12-year-old boy and his
dad skipping rocks over the
water with no talk of sports
or politics. No music, no
phone calls, no pics, no
texts. Just the sound of birds
chirping and fish jumping. It
was one dang fine day.

Howe's Marissa Agee (far right) is headed to Iowa for
competition. Submitted photo.

Incoming Howe
sophomore Marissa Agee
is starting to compile quite
the resume for an amateur
track athlete. Recently,
Agee qualified as part of a
Entering seventh-grader
relay team to the AAU
Riley Troxtell will be
National Meet to be held in
participating in the Nation
Des Moines, Iowa from
American Miss (NAM)
July 29 - Aug 4. The
pageant in a couple of
4x800m relay team took
weeks. She is a state finalist the gold medal with the
in the Pre-teen division.
second-fastest time in the
The 12-year-old is looking
nation of 9:53.63 in
for sponsors to help with
Abilene, Texas.
pageant fees and expenses.
National American Miss is a This spring, after making it
non-profit organization and to the area round of track
is tax deductible. Any
for Howe as a freshman
pledge or donation will get running varsity, she
your name or business listed wanted to continue running
in the NAM state yearbook. and competing, therefore,
Those who would like to
she found a summer team
help can contact Andra
called Team Quest to not
Troxtell at 903-819-2240.
only continue competing
All checks can be written to but improve and enhance
"National American Miss"
her performances. She and
with "Riley Troxtell" in the her father Brian became
memo.
interested in Team Quest
due to Kelcie and Natalie
This publication was
Simmons, a pair of sisters
finalized and published in
from Leonard that also
Texarkana this week as we went through their program
were here for the 12U
and dominated North
baseball state regional
Texas in track events.
tournament. Only a couple
of other times was the
“We were looking around
Enterprise not published in for more training, then we
Howe. That being the two
found summer track and
times we were in Manhattan
covering the Yankees and
Billy Joel. #IRS.
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that seemed to be more
affordable and lasted all
summer,” said Brian Agee.
“And then if you improved,
you got an invitation to run
indoor track.”
Marissa Agee said that she
was nervous at her first trip
to Team Quest because she
knew that she wouldn’t be
the fastest girl there. The
training is much more
difficult than what she’s been
used to in high school. She
says that she doesn’t
particularly like practice
running but is driven by
competition.
Agee had never ran an 800meter event before going to
Team Quest, but placed third
in the first race she was in
among athletes from all
classifications, not just 3A.
Because of her outstanding
performance in the 800
meters, the distance coach
took her and teamed her with
other similar runners such as
Jamison Gladney, Cassandra
Cruz, and Suzanne Ramirez
who eventually would
combine to run the secondfastest time in the nation. In
her freshman varsity year,
she was a member of the
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The Howe Police
Department overheard
radio traffic from Van
Alstyne that the McKinney
Police Department was in
pursuit of a newer model
green Chevrolet truck
coming north on Texas
State Highway 5. Officers
say speeds of the pursuit
were around 120 mph. The
reason for the stop was for
a possible DWI. Howe
Police Lieutenant Michael
Hill was able to get into
position and set spike strips
on Hwy 5 near Ponderosa
Road. The spike effort was
a successful deployment as
they took out the left front
tire of the speeding vehicle.
The vehicle continued onto
the highway followed by
McKinney Police
Department units as well as
Grayson County Sheriff

units. The vehicle came to
rest on U.S Highway 75
north just before the Red
River bridge. Five
individuals were taken into
custody from the vehicle.
As of now, it is unknown
what charges McKinney PD
will be filing on these
individuals.

Howe PD investigating vandalism at
Howe Athletic Complex

The Howe Police
Department was alerted to a
vandalism call at the Howe
Athletic Complex on
Tuesday morning, July 3.
The vandal used red RustOleum Painter’s Touch 2X
which was found near the
scene of one of the
vandalized areas.
The damaged areas
included the back of the

third base dugout at the
baseball stadium, the rightfield wall at the baseball
stadium, and the back of the
first base dugout at the
softball stadium.
Those with information are
asked to contact the Howe
Police Department. The PD
says they have a person of
interest.

INSIDE
12U Bulldogs
eliminated from
regional tourney
in Texarkana
The Howe
Bulldogs 12U AllStars were
eliminated in two
games in
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Local mermaid
photos chosen for
magazines
Local
photographer
Stephanie Halley,
who owns Faith &
Love Photography,
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12U Bulldogs eliminated from
regional tourney in Texarkana

http://scogginsfuneralhome.com/

Garrett Gibbs delivers a pitch against Sabine on Saturday night.
The Howe Bulldogs 12U All-Stars
were eliminated in two games in
Texarkana over the weekend. The
first game was a loss to
Winnesboro where Cooper Jones
was the starting pitcher for Howe.
A wild first inning led to a big hole
for the Bulldogs to climb out of.
Garrett Gibbs relieved Jones in the
second inning followed by Beau
Stephens, who left the game with a
fractured nose on a ball thrown to
him.

http://howefamilydentistry.com/

"

Howe's second game was played
versus Sabine which was a much

better game with starter Anthony
Lowder pitching well, followed by
Brian Crees and Gibbs.
The boys hit the ball well in both
games, but pitching is always the
story in the post-season.
This year's team consisted of
Lowder, Braden Ulmer, Gibbs,
Jones, Stephens, Kolin Murphy,
Kade Murphy, Mahlon Walker,
Zeb Montgomery, and Brian
Crees. Coaches were Mike
Stephens, Dustin Heath, and Kent
Lowder.

"

www.elpatioescondido.net
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Howe Youth Football sets dates
for sign-ups and workouts

https://www.independent-bank.com/

Garren Lankford runs for a touchdown in 2017 at Blue Ridge.
Howe Youth Football has
announced that the first sign-up
day for the 2018 season will be on
July 14, 2018 at the Auxiliary
gymnasium on N. Denny Street
(Highway 5). The second sign-up
day is set for July 21. Those
wishing to sign-up online can do
do by visiting
https://goo.gl/Ea7SvA.
One change for 2018 is that those
wishing to be a coach must fill out
applications to do so. The
applications are due no later than
July 21.

Practices will begin on July 30
with helmets only for
conditioning. August 6 is the first
day the kids can put the full pads
on and begin hitting.
A mandatory weigh-in will take
place on August 18 at the
Kentuckytown Baptist Church.
That evening is the community
pep rally which the players will
run on the field.
The first week of actual games are
scheduled for August 25.
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Marissa Agee (left) about to take the baton from Bethany Sanders
in a track meet in the spring. Michelle Carney/Howe Enterprise.
4x200 relay and the 4x400 relay,
but now feels like she’s found her
race.

“It’s really hot – training is
difficult in 100-degree weather.
She’s drinking Pedialyte and
coconut water.”

Upon laying claim to the 800meter race, she’s now working on
perfecting that race. As a matter
of fact, she placed fifth in the
USATF division event in
Lancaster which will send her to
the Regional 12 Junior Olympic
Championships in San Antonio
starting tomorrow.

The Howe Lady Bulldogs track
team should be highly competitive
in 2019 with the return of Agee,
Kacie Segleski, Jamie Taylor, and
Bethany Masters. Sidney Rector,
who was injured late in the season
will also return to form a dynamic
relay team.

“We just thought we’d run the
USATF event as a tune-up and run
unattached with no team
affiliation,” said Brian Agee. “We
went and she got third in the 800meter individual so we’re going to
go to San Antonio and if she does
well, she could earn a right to go to
the USATF Junior Olympics in
North Carolina.”

Agee moved to Howe in the
summer of 2013 from Anna. She’s
currently second in her glass
grade-wise and is hoping to
become the valedictorian of her
class over the next three years.
Agee was once awarded the HMS
Award for the top student. She’s
also the president of the Business
Professionals of America.

Agee is currently working out
twice per day lifting weights
combined with a mile run for
breakfast. In the afternoon, she
has Team Quest practices where
she was running 20-25 miles per
week until recently cutting the
distance down to work on more
speed. Last week she was very
close to breaking a 6-minute mile
which is quite the
accomplishment.

“I definitely like Howe better,”
said Agee. “At first, I was really
shy, but I liked it because it’s
smaller.”

“Training at this intensity, she
definitely has to have the right
vitamin mix, proteins, and has to
stay hydrated,” said her father.

Her goal is to run track in college
and prefers to stay in Texas. Her
Chickasaw heritage could help her
in that area as well.
Her father said that the reason they
even participated in summer track
was to improve for next track
season so that she can shine as a
page 6
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Local mermaid photos chosen
for multiple magazines

Kambree Boyett poses for Faith & Love Photography. Her photos
were selected to be in three magazines recently.
https://www.txfb-ins.com/insurance/agent/Grayson/23242/LorettaAnderson

Local photographer Stephanie
Halley, who owns Faith & Love
Photography, received some great
news about a photo shoot that she
did recently. After capturing
Kambree Boyett, an Oklahoma 7year-old, in a mermaid
photography set, she learned that
her pictures are being used in three
different magazines. Boyett has a
modeling site and her mother had
posted the pictures on the site
which drew interest from Model
Trend Magazine and Child
Coulture Magazine, and Elite
Beauty Magazine.

message me and let me know,"
said Halley. "I had to send them a
cease and desist and take my
pictures down because they didn't
have permission."

The mermaid idea came to Halley
about a year ago and she's been
purchasing tails a little at a time.
She has sizes that range from 12
months to adult extra large. She
does her mermaid shoots at
Eisenhower State Park because of
the rocks and shadowing. But
while the mermaid shoots have
taken a life of their own recently,
Faith & Love Photography has a
The young model gets a lot of help wide variety of photography shoots
from her mother who promotes her taken in multiple local locations.
photo shoots and Halley says that
there very well could be more of
"I'm always scouting new locations
her photographs in more
and I'm working on a Super Hero
magazines in the near future.
shoot right now where she's going
to be Harley Quinn," said Halley.
With the high quality of the
photographs, Halley says that other Halley says that the mermaid
photographers have actually stolen shoots has brought her more
hers and used them as advertising business and that she's doing
for their business.
"I had another photographer

CHANGE
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Local Church Calendar
First United Methodist Church of
Howe
Tuesday
9:30 am - Women's Bible Study
6:30 pm Boy Scouts
Wednesday
9:00 am - Wednesday Workers
6:30 pm - Jr.High and Sr. High Youth
Saturday
9:00 am - Feed My Sheep (1st and 3rd
Sat each month)
Sunday
8:40 am - Fellowship and Donuts
9:00 am - Sunday School
10:00 am - Worship service
3:00 pm - Cub Scouts
First Baptist Church Howe
Tuesday
7:00 pm - Bible Study
Wednesday
6:30 pm - Adult Bible Study
Kids Activities - Check Church FB Page
Throughout Summer
Youth Activities - Check Church FB
Page Throughout Summer
Sunday
8:30am - Prayer Time
9:15am - Bible Fellowship
10:30am - Worship Service
First Baptist Church Dorchester
Wednesday
6:00 pm - Meal (Donations for adults
and kids eat free)
6:30 pm - Praise service
7:00 pm - Youth Bible Study
7:00 pm - Adult Bible Study
7:00 pm - RA's/GA's/children's group
Sunday
9:00 am - Men's Prayer Time
9:45 am - Sunday School
10:45 am - A.M.Worship Service
5:00 pm - Adult Chior Practice
6:00 pm - Evening Worship

Howe Church of Christ
Wednesday
7:00 pm - Bible Classes (all ages)
Sunday
9:00 am - Bible Classes (all ages)
10:00 am - Worship Service
5:00 pm - Worship Service
New Beginning Fellowship
Wednesday
7:00 pm - Radiate Youth
7:00 pm - Sanctuary of for prayer
Sunday
9:30 am - Sunday School (kids, youth,
women, men)
10:30 am - Worship Service
10:30 am - Kids Church
A Christian Fellowship, Luella
Wednesday
6:30 pm – Potluck Meal
7:00 pm – Worship Service
7:00 pm – Jr & Sr High Youth
Sunday
9:30 am – Sunday School (all ages)
10:30 am – Worship Service
10:30 am – KidZone Children’s
Service (5yr – 12 yr)
Community Bible Fellowship
Wednesday
6:30 pm - Food and Fellowship
7:00 pm - Community Kids (ages 3
- 6th grade, nursery available)
7:00 pm - Youth and Adult Bible
Study
Sunday
10:30 am - Worship Service

Times are subject to change.
Please check with each
church for any possible
changes

"With a united effort we can make the place in which we
live clean, wholesome, attractive. We can make the
crowded city dweller homesick to come back to us and
real living. We can bring new life, new business, new
beauty, to the little towns." - Mame Roberts

Agee

Continued from page 4

Howe Bulldog. They’ve
already begun talking with the
track coaches and requesting
to run the 800 meter next
season. One Howe coach,
Derek Lands, may want to
have a discussion with her as
she was also a varsity
basketball player a year ago
and one would think Coach
Lands would like for her to not
be a one-sport athlete.

season,” said Agee. “I did like
being on the team.”

“I still plan on playing
basketball, but that does kind
of go into the indoor track

“Our goal is next year,” said
her father. “We’re going next
year.”

Basketball is a long way away
and Agee is focused on one
thing right now and that’s San
Antonio followed by Iowa. If
she continues her current 800meter times and improving
upon them, she will have a
great shot at qualifying for state
over the next three years.

Jordan Taylor, Kacie Segleski, Bethany Masters, and
Marissa Agee - the returning Howe relay girls.
Michelle Carney/Howe Enterprise.
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Learn about your antiques and
collectibles with Dr. Georgia Caraway

Dr. Georgia
Caraway

The Howe
Mercantile
has a plethora
of man’s best
friend, dog
collectibles,
in stock. I
started this
menagerie
because of
the Howe
mascot, the
bulldog. It
grew to
include
statues,
banks,

paintings, and pillows. And of
course, the shop mascot is my
beloved dog, Skippy. As we
approach the hottest days of the
year in July and August, I became
curious about the phrase “Dog
Days of Summer.”
My research revealed that ancient
Greeks thought of the constellation
Canis Major as a dog chasing
Lepus, the hare. The star Sirius is
the dog’s nose and the Greeks
called it the Dog Star. During the
time of the early Greeks and
Romans, the “dog days” occurred
around the day when Sirius
appeared to rise just before the sun
in July. The Dog Days of summer
are traditionally the 40 days
beginning July 3 and ending
August 11, which coincide with the
morning rise of the Dog Star,
Sirius. This is soon after the
Summer Solstice, which also
indicates that heat will soon set in.

The phrase “dog days” was
translated from Latin to English
about 500 years ago. Since then, it
has taken on new meanings. Now
people come up with other
explanations for why they’re
called the ‘dog days’ of summer,
for instance, one proposed reason
is that this is a time of year that
dogs can go crazy.
The Old Farmer’s Almanac for
Kids tells about the Dog Star,
Sirius.
“Sirius is the brightest star in the
sky, if you don’t count the Sun.
Under the right conditions, it can
even be seen with the naked eye
during the day. Sirius is one star in
a group of stars that form the
constellation Canis Major,
meaning “Greater Dog.” It’s no
surprise, then, that the nickname of
this big, bold star is Dog Star.”

The Future of warfare - the USAF
Drone Program is the topic at the
Texoma Patriots meeting this week

Old-timers believed that rainfall on
the dog days was a bad omen, as
foretold in this verse:
Dog Days bright and clear
Indicate a happy year;
But when accompanied by rain,
For better times, our hopes are
vain.
–The Old Farmer’s Almanac, 1817
So if you are becoming doggone
crazy from the heat, come in to
Howe Mercantile to cool off. You
won’t find any hot dogs here!

Dr. Georgia Caraway, former
director of the Denton County
Museums for 14 years, and her
friends operate the Howe
The ancient Greeks and Romans
Mercantile at 107-109 East
were not pleased by Sirius’s
Haning. Store hours are Thursday
appearance. For them, Sirius
through Saturday 12 noon until 8
signaled the beginning of the
p.m. She has written five Denton
hottest days of the year that
history books and one book on
brought drought, disease, and
taking care of your antiques and
discomfort. Some people believed collectibles. All of her books,
that the summer swelter was due to including her latest, North Texas
the combined heat from Sirius and State Fair and Rodeo, are available
the Sun. These uncomfortable,
at Howe Mercantile. She hopes
unhealthy days were called the dog her next book will be the history of
days, named after the Dog Star. It Howe.
makes sense that the name of the
Dog Star, Sirius, means
SHOP LOCAL. We can show you
“scorching” in Greek.
Howe!

Lieutenant General John Campbell
will be the speaker at Thursday
evening's Texoma Patriots
meeting in Van Alstyne.
Campbell retired from the U.S.
Air Force in 2004 after a 32-year
career in which he served in a
variety of operational and staff
assignments around the world.
Between 1971 and 1997, he served
in a variety of operational
assignments as an F-15 and F-16
fighter pilot and wing commander.
In his last operational assignment,
he commanded the USAF’s
largest F-15 wing at Tyndall AFB,
Florida. He is the recipient of
numerous military and intelligence
community awards.

a

CELEBRATING
55 YEARS!!!

Today, Lt Gen Campbell serves as
Chairman of the Government
Advisory Board at Iridium
Communications, Inc., the leader
in mobile satellite
communications services. Iridium
is most popularly known for their
network of 75 loworbit
NEXT satellites to provide 100

percent communications coverage
around the world.
The Texoma Patriots invite you to
bring your friends, family, and
young people who are interested
in America’s future. Everyone is
welcome and there is no charge to
attend. No RSVP required.
The meeting will take place at
Buck Snort BBQ in downtown
Van Alstyne where owner Jim
Smith will have his barbecue
buffet open at 5 pm so those
interested can eat before the
meeting.
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Kambree Boyett poses for Faith & Love Photography. Her photos
were selected to be in three magazines recently.
mother-daughter mermaid photos
and even daddy-daughter mermaid
photos. Even a local male
celebrity has decided to go through
with the mermaid shoot, but
Halley wouldn't reveal who it was
because it wasn't officially
scheduled and it might ruin the
surprise of the photo.

really light up when they put on a
mermaid tail. I just tell them to
splash and make the biggest wave
they can. It's not just for little
girls, but I've had little boys do it
too."

"I've got about six more tails on
order," said Halley. "I want to do
this each year so that I can give the
girls a great experience. They

Halley says that Boyett is a natural
and had made the shoot special
due to her lack of fear and
willingness to take great shots.

Halley wasn't expecting the
amount of business that she's been
getting from the recent shots and
Halley had seen mermaid shoots
says she's nearly booked for the
before, but hadn't seen them in this entire month of July and have
area so she decided to capture the opened up some later spots to
local market on mermaids.
accommodate new clients.
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The Constitution is the solution
which in turn guarantees their
elections. In other words, "follow
the money" - a phrase we've all
been told by our educational
mentors. Today, we have a
national debt of $21.1 TRILLION.
From 1789 to 1913, the U.S.
government created $2.9 billion in
debt. However, from 1914 through
the Great Depression, there was a
healthy surplus. But we've not had
a surplus in America since "I Love
Lucy" was on television in 1957
and Dwight D. Eisenhower
warned us of the rising militaryindustrial complex. While Lucille
Ball is not involved in the debt
crisis, the latter surely is.

by Monte Walker, editorial
Nearly two-hundred and fifty years
ago, 56 gentlemen united to join in
a movement for independence.
They felt that there were two basic
problems in the land. One was that
taxes were too high and the other
was that they were controlled by
authoritarians. They made
tremendous sacrifices by signing
their death warrants to that official
document. Today, those 56 men
would be considered the "far-right"
or "radical right" by the dissenters.
The concept of this new republic
included a legal right and wrong of
society. The constitution was based
on law and not the judgments of
men.
although it is more of a lack of a
system that makes it special. In
"Yes, we did produce a near-perfect short, the government was to stay
republic. But will they keep it? Or off our backs and out of our
will they, in the enjoyment of
pockets. The government was not
plenty, lose the memory of
to be involved.
freedom? Material abundance
without character is the path of
We've seen a great change starting
destruction."- Thomas Jefferson
in the 20th century. The Bill of
Rights were essentially negative
While it is very enjoyable to be able documents restricting the growth of
to drive hours away and attend a
government, but today we find the
ballgame, or a concert, or a fishing government telling doctors how to
trip, too many have not been
doctor and teachers how to teach.
willing to step forward and protect Today, there is hardly any area in
the system that allows such simple the country, or yet, the world that
freedoms.
the United States Government is
not involved. This also has
The concept of this new republic
contributed to massive spending
also included what we refer to
and deficits leading to a feverish
today is the free enterprise system, debt. Because of the large

government growth, a federal
reserve banking system was
invoked which has become the
engine of inflation.
"I place economy among the first
and most important of republican
virtues, and public debt as the
greatest of the dangers to be
feared."- Thomas Jefferson. "Ifwe
can prevent the government from
wasting the labours of the people
under the pretense of caring for
them, they must become happy."
Today, we have politicians that
love inflation because it is the
mechanism by which they can
expand the currency to pay for the
expanding federal programs which
satisfy special interest groups

Contributing to the stagnation
were the alphabet soup of
government regulatory services
such as the EPA (Environmental
Protection Agency), OSHA
(Occupational Safety and Health
Administration), and others. These
regulations did a great disservice
to American manufacturers which
eventually led to Ross Perot's
famous NAFTA prediction of a
"giant sucking sound" headed
south of the border.
While President Trump is making
strides in slashing regulations, one
might worry about the tariff
situations that resemble or at least
bring fainted notion of the SmootHawley Act.
page 14
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When parents and children disagree
Children are a
wonderful
blessing! How
exciting it is to
hold a little baby
and imagine the
person they will
become along
with all the great
Dr. Billy
things they will
Holland
experience and
accomplish.
These feelings of expectation and
happiness are amazing and
hopefully will continue as we
watch them grow throughout our
lifetime, however, as children
develop beyond their formative
years and into their teens, our
excitement often turns to
confusion and discouragement. No
one is perfect or has all the
answers, and we might as well face
the reality that even with our
prayers, sometimes our offspring
will not always go the way we
thought they would.
When children are young, they are
subjected to the influences of their
parents. As they grow older, they
begin to explore and absorb what
everyone else has to say about
everything. In this process of
comparing what they have been
told with all of the new
information they are gathering, it’s
only a matter of time until they
start forming their own opinions
and worldviews about what is right
and wrong. Often, these ideas and
belief systems are different from
their parents and of course
becomes an agonizing
disappointment as they watch their
child evolve into someone they
never imagined. Proverbs chapter
22 reminds us how important it is
to teach and raise a child according
to God’s principles and we are
grateful for His promise that as
they grow older they will
remember and embrace these
truths.

sobering perspective, we can ask
ourselves, is it possible that anyone
could change what we believe?
Probably not. So, once we
understand the guidelines of the
situation, we can move forward.
We are living in an ever-changing
world that is filled with all types of
philosophies and ideologies which
are being advertised as correct and
acceptable alternative truths. Since
we are referring to our ideas and
opinions, let’s go back and recall
our own experiences when we
were in our teens and early
twenties. As you were developing
into an adult, did you agree with
the views of your parents? In some
clans we notice that politics,
religion, and social issues are not a
big deal while in other families
these topics consistently dominate
the conversation. After an
exhaustive exploration, some
young adults will accept and
approve their parent’s views while
others will conclude their parents
were either not intellectually able
or willing to research the subject
thus hindering their understanding.
Moms and dads are not
intentionally leading their children
into error, but we can all make
mistakes. Often, the child attempts
to explain their newly discovered
persuasions, only to encounter
intense attitudes of displeasure and
rejection. In these cases, it’s
common to have both sides
praying for each other that God
will open eyes and hearts.

When we pray we know that
trusting God is acknowledging that
He is the only one who has the
power to transform someone’s
thinking. Along with this fervent
commitment to intercede, I must
include another consideration just
as important. There is a huge
difference between asking God to
make someone believe like we do
and asking Him to open their eyes
to the truth. You see, if we are just
wanting a “mini-me” we are
missing the point. Having someone
So, what can parents do that are
who believes exactly like us might
facing this situation? I’ve been
make us feel good, but what if we
asked this question many times
over the years and it seems as time are wrong? At the end of the day,
goes on, I am hearing it even more. sometimes the parents are right and
sometimes the next generation is
We can start with accepting that
right. Nonetheless, it’s important to
we cannot change what anyone
remember that God’s love is what
believes and this includes our
binds us together far beyond our
precious child. To present this
convictions and interpretations.
statement in an even more

Yes, what we believe is who we
are and learning how to get along
with someone when you strongly
disagree with them is challenging
to say the least, but if we desire to
have a meaningful relationship
with them, it is also necessary.
Since Jesus is the way, the truth,

and the life, we will always discover
more unity and agreement when we
humbly listen and learn from Him.
Read more articles and stories about
the Christian life and ask about our
free scripture CD at
billyhollandministries.com

Verse of the Week
“Those that are living habitually under…the sinful
nature, are on the way to dying. But, since by the Spirit I
am habitually putting to death the deeds of the body, I
will live. For I am being constantly led by God’s Spirit
because I am a son of God.”
— Romans 8:13 (Wuest)

howeenterprise.com
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The government's responsibility was initially
formed to protect life and property. However,
it has increasingly become the agent of
distribution of income. The transfer payment
numbers are staggering from 1964 to 2017,
leaping from $2 billion to $224 billion.
Transfer payments are those in which take
money from those who earned it and transfer it
to those who did not. With this, we have
become a government that penalizes the
productive sector and subsidizes the nonproductive sector. Our government's major
function today is being society's redistribution
center for income. But in reading the U.S.
Constitution and especially the Bill of Rights,
our forefathers did everything they could to
ensure the leveling of income by the federal
government unconstitutional. But today, it is
the majority of the function of government.
The growing role of welfare and other social
programs in the last 50 years has changed the
perception of many as to what the role of
government actually is. As stated before, the
role is the protection of life and property. Not
internal protection of failures.
In 1955, 55 percent of the budget was set for
national defense. Ten years later, it was 40
percent. In 1975, it was down to 25 percent.
Today, it is at 15 percent.

Washington (especially at the House of
Representatives level), but the small
government conservatives won a huge election
in 2016 and feel as if the speeding bullet of
socialism fired at the United States was
stopped by a bulletproof vest with an unhinged
Twitter account and orange hair.
It wasn't too very long ago that the John Birch
Society was led by conservative Democrats.
But now that organization is pegged as a "farright" group. When some think of the nonpolitical party affiliation, they think of a
bygone era of sock hops and poodle skirts, but
"Birchers" (far different than "Birthers") have
made a resurgence, especially in Texas, due to
Americans seeking answers.
The Tea Party is similar in nature, but is more
grassroots and focused more on fiscal
responsibility. Both groups are fearful of overgoverning and overspending. Both groups
want to build an informed electorate.
All too often, we elect political transvestites
(not literal). Our representatives come to our
districts and speak like JFK and go back to
Washington and vote like R2-D2. They come
to town, give three jokes to open a speech,
then quote traditional American values, get a
standing ovation, and then laugh their way
back to Washington.

"We the People of the United States, in Order
to form a more perfect Union, establish
Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide
for the common defence, promote the general
Welfare."- Preamble of U.S. Constitution.

As long as our basis of our congressman's
worth is based upon whether they attend our
local Rotary and Kiwanis Clubs and make us
feel important, our shallow self-serving
importance will allow for us to continue to
Today, we have reversed the Constitution
vote for those who move forward with more
verbiage to "promote for the common defence, government, more controls, and more
and provide the general welfare."
spending.
Our founding fathers also provided the third
pillar of strength for our new nation which was
a morality standard based on biblical concepts
including the Ten Commandments. It was the
glue to hold our society together. While it is
difficult to legislate morality, all law is
morality enacted. But humanism (not to be
confused with humanitarianism) is the removal
of God and adding man and man's technology
as the substitute. Therefore, eternal truths are
expunged which leads to a decrease of
morality standards.

It's really easy every four years to put a
bumper sticker on for two weeks. But to those
individuals willing to take a look at the
background of their congressman and their
voting records, it will make much more of an
impact than the presidential vote. Although,
the last particular presidential outcome has
made the previous sentence look a bit foolish
due to the vast differences between candidates
and their agendas. Over the last 50 years,
presidential candidates generally had the same
agendas and the same outcomes. More
spending, more government. Only two
In this changing crisis of our country, we must outsiders dared to threaten the status quo in
become involved. Washington is the key, but Washington and that was Ross Perot in 1992
Washington is divided into three sections of
and Donald Trump in 2016. Both candidates
government and 4,000 sections of humanism. ran on virtually the same platform - rid
The executive branch of government,
Washington of snakes and buffoons and fix the
including the alphabet soup, makes up 98
horrendous trade deals. Perhaps we could have
percent of the federal government. The judicial salvaged the last 25 years of trillions of debt
branch includes the Supreme Court and the
and unnecessary wars in the middle east with
federal court structure. This is where the
an unconventional independent electorate in
process of healing will be slow and painful as 1992. If only Perot would have made up silly
the reversal of unconstitutional interpretations nicknames for Clinton and Bush perhaps
move back to constitutional statutes. This will Trump would still be a TV character and not a
then move us away from social law as the
political name. But nonetheless, here we are on
basis which is increasingly the gravest threat to our way to recovery after a 60-year drunken
our form of government as we know it.
binge. But we're only one bronze chip in.
This is not a party issue because history shows
us that neither a Republican President nor a
Democrat President or a Republican Majority
or a Democrat Majority is more susceptible
than the other.
Not overlooking the third branch of
government - the legislative branch which is
divided between the house and senate and
divided over nearly everything else one can
imagine including ham or turkey for
Thanksgiving. But while the judicial changes
can take many years, the legislative changes
can be somewhat quicker because of their
immediate ties to "We the People." People can
make a change and make that change felt in

If the forefathers that constructed the
Constitution were to try and do that in today's
society, they would be labeled as "far-right
extremist" or "right-wing nuts." None would
be on our currency and most would be chewed
up by the American media. The Bill of Rights
perhaps would have never made it past the
Supreme Court in 2015. But in 2018, there
would be a better chance.
Those that understand freedom and liberty and
value the meaning can understand that today's
probability of maintaining such is greater than
only a few years ago.
The Constitution is the solution.
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Texas History Minute
The Civil War
was a time of
great chaos and
terrible
destruction.
Hundreds of
thousands of
men fought on
Dr. Ken
both sides. In
Bridges
Texas, the
commander of
one of the most famous
Confederate divisions was John
George Walker. Walker’s
adventures, however, would take
him far from Texas.
Walker was born in Jefferson City,
Missouri, in 1821. He grew up in
St. Louis, where he also graduated
from college. In 1846, as the
Mexican War erupted, Walker
volunteered for the US Army,
serving as first lieutenant in a
mounted rifle division. During the
Mexican War, he fought bravely
and earned the rank of captain. In
the 1850s, he served in West
Texas in the continuing fights
between the settlers and the
Apaches.

By 1865, Walker commanded the
District of Texas, New Mexico,
and Arizona, though the Arizona
and New Mexico Territories had
long since been retaken by Union
forces. Much of Texas and
western Louisiana still held out,
however. Walker, like other
Confederate officials, could see
the writing on the wall with the
increasing reports of losses and
retreats and knew that a
When the Civil War came in 1861, Confederate surrender had become
inevitable. After the surrender of
Walker resigned from the US
Confederate forces in Virginia and
Army to join the Confederate
forces. He was made a lieutenant the capture of Confederate
colonel and put in command of the President Jefferson Davis in April,
8th Texas Cavalry. Although units Walker prepared for the end.
Instead of a formal surrender to
were formed locally during the
Civil War, the demands of the war Union troops, Walker simply
arranged for his troops to go
pulled most units east of the
home. In May 1865, Walker’s
Mississippi River early in the
fighting. As such, Walker and the Texas Division formally
8th Texas saw fighting in 1862 in disbanded at Hemphill near the
Sabine River.
the Peninsular Campaign in
Virginia and the bloody battle at
While Walker was satisfied his
Antietam.
men were safe from reprisal, he
and other senior officers and
In November 1862, Walker was
officials fled to Mexico to avoid
promoted to general in put in
possible treason charges by the
command of a new division
United States government. After a
comprised of 12,000 troops from
few years in Mexico and realizing
Texas. Soon, his men became
that a treason charge and the
known as Walker’s Texas
gallows did not await him, Walker
Division, or even Walker’s
Greyhounds for their reputation to returned to the United States.
march long distances in a
In fact, in the years after
relatively short time. In 1863,
Reconstruction, the federal
they failed to repel Union forces
government was impressed with
from Vicksburg, the South’s last
Walker’s skills and put him to
stronghold on the Mississippi
work for the reunited nation. In
River. In 1864, Union troops
the 1880s, he served as Consul to
attempted an invasion of
Columbia. In 1889, he was named
Shreveport and into East Texas
special commissioner for the
known as the Red River
United States at the first PanCampaign. Walker’s troops,
American Conference in
however, successfully defeated
Washington, DC. Shortly
Union troops on the Red River in
afterward in 1893, Walker died in
northern Louisiana and quickly
turned north to repel Union troops Washington, DC.
moving south from Arkansas.
Walker’s division took thousands
Dr. Bridges is a Texas native,
of Union prisoners as a result of
writer, and history professor. He
these battles.
can be reached at
drkenbridges@gmail.com.
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Living with children
Strolling
through my
go-to grocery
store the other
day, I
happened
down the Baby
Products aisle
where I spied
packages of
toilet-training
pants featuring
pictures of
John Rosemond happy children
who looked at least three, some as
old as five. The first question that
came to mind: Why would a fiveyear-old who is continuing to
eliminate on himself be happy?
Perhaps a spokesperson for the
unnamed manufacturer of said
diabolical apparel will answer that
question for me.
In the mid-1950s, a study done by
researchers from Harvard, Stanford,
Yale and Princeton determined that
close to 90 percent of 24-month-old
American children were accidentfree and had been for at least one
month. That means 9 out of 10
children were completely toilet
trained by no later than 23 months.
And then, in the 1960s, along came
the Mr. Rogers of pediatrics, Dr. T.
Berry Brazelton, who claimed,
without a shred of scientificallyobtained evidence, that the attempt
to toilet train a child under age 24
months requires “force” and is
therefore psychologically
damaging.
In addition, Brazelton fabricated a
wholly fictitious set of ten or so
behavioral “readiness signs” that he
insisted be present before toilet
training is attempted. Mind you, the
only readiness sign to which
mothers in the pre-psychological
parenting era (pre-1960s) paid
attention was their own readiness to
stop changing and washing diapers.
Almost instantly, Brazelton’s
“child-centered” approach to toilet
training became the gold standard
in the pediatric community. As
pediatricians began advising
mothers to hold off training until 30
to 36 months lest they wreak
psychological havoc on their kids, a
process that had taken 3 days to a
week, on average, began taking
months, even years. Likewise,
mothers went from being fairly
nonchalant about the entire affair to
being toilet-training basket cases.
The problem rapidly expanded to
the point where some psychologists
began specializing in toilet training.
In Charlotte, North Carolina, in the
1970s, a psychologist advertised an
in-home toilet training service. Yes,
he would come to someone’s home
and either toilet train the child in
question or walk the parents

through the process. Books on
how to toilet train began to
proliferate. (I even wrote one in
which I simply described how it
was done before Brazelton threw
his monkey wrench into the
matter.) After all, where children
are concerned, there is nothing
new under the sun (despite
propaganda to the contrary).
Do parents need specialized
professional training to properly
teach children to feed
themselves? No, they do not.
Thankfully, no one with capital
letters after his or her name has
ever claimed that improper spoon
training will begin a child’s
descent into psychological
pandemonium, even criminality.
Perhaps it’s only a matter of time.
There must be a market there,
somewhere.
After all, there are several
similarities between spoon
training and toilet training. First,
they both involve the digestive
system. Second, they both involve
messes. Third, said messes must
be taken care of by parents (or
nannies, as the case may be).
Surely someone smarter than
myself can make a case for
waiting to teach children to feed
themselves until they are at least
five, lest an emotional apocalypse
ensue. Said someone – a Ph.D.
psychologist, of course – could
come up with spoon-training
readiness signs, as in, “child
shows no significant anxiety at
being handed a small spoon
covered in soft rubber.”
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Texoma Hot Jobs
Job Title CHILD CARE
RESOURCE SPECIALIST
workintexas.com Posting ID
8647492
Location Denison
Posting Close Date 07/29/2018
Posting Link
http://bit.ly/2lXYPTe

Job Title LUMBER PULLER
workintexas.com Posting ID
3594545
Location Sherman
Posting Close Date 08/01/2018
Posting Link
http://bit.ly/2zd6lTC

Description A local company is
looking for a CHILD CARE
RESOURCE SPECIALIST who
must have excellent
communication skills. You will
manage difficult or emotional
customer situations. Respond
promptly to customer needs.
Solicit customer feedback to
improve services. Respond to
request for service and
assistance.

Description A local company is
looking for a LUMBER
PULLER who will fulfill
customer orders according to
pick tickets; correctly assemble
material for loading on to a
truck. Forklift experience is a
must. Must physically and safely
be able to work long days in any
weather conditions at an
accelerated steady pace.
Experience is a plus but we are
willing to train.

This position requires a High
School Diploma or Equivalent,
and a minimum of 1 year of
related experience.

This position prefers a minimum
of 1 year of related experience.

Estate Sale
Estate of Charles and Alma Thompson

Then the recommendation that
“child be allowed to handle and
chew on rubber-coated spoon for
at least a week before training in
self-feeding actually begins.”
Within five years, we will have
therapy and medication for “selffeeding anxiety disorder.”
I’m being a tad, but only a tad,
facetious. Nonetheless, history
strongly suggests that if a childrearing problem doesn’t yet exist,
the professional community can
be counted upon to remedy the
situation.
Family psychologist John
Rosemond: johnrosemond.com,
parentguru.com.
John Rosemond has worked with
families, children, and parents
since 1971 in the field of family
psychology. In 1971, John earned
his masters in psychology from
Western Illinois University and
was elected to the Phi Kappa Phi
National Honor Society.

110 W. Duke St., Howe, Texas.
Thursday, July 12 at 4 pm.
Friday, July 13 at 9 am.
Saturday July 14 at 9 am.
Eastlake Bed Suit
Singers End Cabinet
Silver plate/China
Colored Glassware
Handmade doll clothes and dolls
Metal doll house
Older toys and games
Upright Piano
Crochet/tatting linens
Safe
Oak dresser/chest
Collections of: cameras, luggage,
older books, farm implements,
radios, holiday decor, canning
jars, canners.
Charles R. Thompson is a member
of the Howe Hall of Honor,
inducted in 2015 in the inaugural
class. He dedicated his life to the
Howe Public School System where
he served as teacher, principal, and
superintendent. Thompson
graduated from Howe High School
in 1928 and Baylor University,
Waco, in 1933. He returned to
Howe as a coach and teacher in
1933 and served as

Superintendent of Howe
Independent School District from
1948-1972. In 1978, the Howe ISD
named the new high school
gymnasium (now middle school
gymnasium) in his honor and he
was honored with Charles
Thompson Day on April 21, 1996.
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Battle of the bulge
looming in our path. We all have
different stories. Genetics may play
a part, as does metabolism. Even
emotional health has a role. For this
battle has implications extending
far beyond our physical health or
appearance.
Any physical change can be a
symptom of something far deeper.
My first weight gain - over fifty
pounds in high school – was a
result of a number of factors
cascading all at once into an
effective catalyst. My active
lifestyle abruptly hijacked by an
Samuel Moore-Sobel is a
freelance writer. He is currently accident that stole my face,
mandating the need for years of
working on a memoir and
publishes a blog which can be surgeries with months of recovery
attached. Exercise gave way to the
found by visiting
www.holdingontohopetoday.com need for medications, pills serving
Follow him on both Facebook and only to contribute to my ever
expanding stomach.
Twitter.
Many of you likely have a similar
story. An accident, a breakup, a
death in the family. All contributing
to an inability to live life as once
I have just recently come to this
realization, despite the fact that my before, giving birth to a struggle
lasting for years afterward. Making
doctor continually references my
weight in relation to the BMI scale. us feel hopeless in the face of such
Rather passive aggressively I might adversity. Filling our heads with
negative self-talk, convincing
add, although somehow subtle
ourselves that we will never
enough to mostly escape my
achieve the physical appearance we
attention for the last year. A fact
see only in our dreams.
likely quite frustrating for the
doctor.
How easily we can become trapped
Warnings have been provided by a in a vicious cycle, believing the lies
few others, some commenting on a we tell ourselves, unable to break
perceived uptick in the amount of free from the artificial jail cells so
food I have been consuming as of easily constructed. Ironically, this
turn of events can make it that
late.
much harder to face the
Despite these tell-tale signs, I failed truth.
to readily detect the nearly forty
Yet a battle cannot be won by
pounds I have added to my
waistline over the preceding twelve refusing to acknowledge its very
months. Until I was no longer able existence. Confronting the parts of
ourselves we wish to change is the
to fit into my pants. An
embarrassing state of affairs, except first step towards becoming the
person we desire to be. Hiding
that no one had to know before I
wrote this column. Regardless, only behind shame or self-pity will only
sink us further into the abyss, rather
after my inborn sense of frugality
than pushing us towards reaching
was offended did I begin to take
notice of my rather dramatic change previously unforeseen heights.
in appearance.
So yes, I am overweight; and yes, I
could list plenty of legitimate and
My struggle with weight is not a
not-so-legitimate reasons
new one. I have spent the last
explaining the reasons behind my
several years making feeble
current reality. Yet after much
attempts to attain a normal body
weight in comparison to my height. consideration, I have decided to
turn over a new leaf. To adopt a
Twice I have lost more than forty
pounds through sheer force of will, plan of action, determined to take
responsibility for my diet in order
adopting a rigorous self-imposed
exercise and diet regiment that left to achieve a slimmer waistline.
me feeling more energized than ever Attempting to lose weight
before. Twice more, I have found a incrementally, with the hope of
maintaining once the desired level
way to gain all of that unwanted
weight back and more, struggling to is achieved. I hope those of you
finding yourself in a similar
maintain the habits previously
position will join me in doing the
forged.
same. For I believe, just as I always
Recent estimates suggest nearly 160 do, that victory is well within reach.
million Americans are either
Samuel Moore-Sobel is a freelance
overweight or obese. If true, this
would mean that about the half the writer. To have words of hope
country faces the same battle I am delivered directly to your inbox,
visit
currently waging. So many of us
work hard to achieve our goals, all www.holdingontohopetoday.com to
subscribe to his blog today.
while facing large obstacles
I am overweight.
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Should I pay off my debt or work
on my emergency fund?

Taylor Kovar

Hi Taylor - I
don’t have an
emergency
fund, and
everyone tells
me I need one.
I do have debt,
and everyone
tells me I need
to get rid of it.
So… help? It
feels like I
can’t do both
and I can’t skip
either. - Cody

Hey Cody - I know exactly what
you’re going through. This is a real
chicken-or-the-egg scenario, as one
thing has to come before the other
but no one will give you a clear
answer about which.
I’m guessing you haven’t started
putting money toward an
emergency fund because you can’t
see your way around monthly debt
payments. Debt will keep piling up
if you try to save instead of paying
it down, right? If saving money
means ignoring your debt, are you
really saving anything?
The issue is, are you actually
getting your debt paid down? Debt
has a nasty habit of sticking
around, and it can remain the
reason your savings don’t grow for
a long time. Eventually, you have
to shift your focus - do you not
have savings because you have
debt, or is your lingering debt the
result of insufficient savings?
I would imagine you’re thinking
it’s the former - outstanding debt is
keeping you from saving. I’m
going to try to explain why it
might actually be the opposite.
This has a lot to do with how you
budget, so bear with me as I break
this down.
Every month, you have necessary
expenses - rent, groceries, utilities,
gas, etc. You also have monthly
loan and credit card payments. I
assume these categories, plus
maybe some travel and
entertainment expenses, take up all
your available funds. This is
normal for a lot of people.
The issue arises when irregularbut-necessary expenses arrive, like

owing taxes or fixing a blown
radiator. If you don’t factor these
costs into your annual expenses,
it’s pretty much a guarantee you’re
going to use a credit card to cover
them.
In this case, the solution is to focus
on saving before you put all your
energy toward tackling your debt.
In the short term, you won’t pay
down your debt as quickly. In the
long term, you’ll stand a better
chance of ending the endless debt
cycle that currently dominates your
finances.
When you’re fighting debt, an
emergency fund feels like a luxury;
must be nice to have money that’s
there just in case. In reality, you
should have several small
“emergency funds” that can cover
insurance payments and car
registration, things that aren’t
actual emergencies, but which
shouldn’t be put on a credit card.
I would recommend changing your
perception of an emergency fund
to view it as money that helps you
avoid future debt. In any case, it’s
definitely worth setting money
aside even as you pay down those
pesky credit card bills. Good luck,
Cody!
Disclosure: Information presented
is for educational purposes only
and is not an offer or solicitation
for the sale or purchase of any
specific securities, investments, or
investment strategies. Investments
involve risk and, unless otherwise
stated, are not guaranteed. Be sure
to first consult with a qualified
financial adviser and/or tax
professional before implementing
any strategy discussed herein. Past
performance is not indicative of
future performance. To submit a
question to be answered in this
column, please send it via email to
Question@TaylorKovar.com, or
via regular mail to Lessons on
Wealth, 106 E Lufkin Ave., Lufkin,
TX 75901.
Taylor Kovar - Family Man.
Wealth Manager. Author.
Speaker. Serial Entrepreneur.
Travel Lover. Chick-Fil-A
Fanatic. Kovar is the CEO and
founder of Kovar Capital
Management LLC of Lufkin,
Texas.
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